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A q-plate is a stratified medium composed of a uniaxial nematic liquid crystal with an inhomogeneous orien-
tation of the optical axis possessing a topological charge q , which looks promising as a switching device. This
work reports an approach to diagonalizing the dielectric tensor in q-plates, giving a detailed study of nontrivial
tensor coordinate transformations. The relationship between the diagonal dielectric tensor and the topological
charge of the plate is established. From that, the dielectric tensor for a given q-plate can be explicitly calcu-
lated in a convenient frame, and hence the field propagation equations can be derived. These studies establish
a theoretical basis that could further deepen the research on these particular structures for nonconventional
manipulation of the light. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 000.3860, 160.3710, 260.1440, 350.5500.p
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t. INTRODUCTION
ecently, several works have been devoted to studying the
ave propagation within stratified structures composed
f a nematic liquid crystal possessing a topological charge
1–3]. From the observation of the behavior of such de-
ices, called q-plates, one may consider that they can act
s intermediaries for the spin-orbital angular momentum
xchange of a monochromatic light beam [4]. The q-plates
re promising devices, creating the potential for interest-
ng applications such as switching devices such as
olarization-spatial mode converters, for shaping the op-
ical wavefront in a prescribed way, and for potential de-
elopments in optical communication and quantum com-
utation [5,6]. In addition to q-plates used in these works,
ther space-variant optical elements, such as polarizers
7] and subwavelength gratings [8–10], help to deepen the
nalysis of space-variant polarization manipulation and
avefront-shaping manipulation of light through the
ancharatnam phase effect [8–11], generation of optical
ortices of arbitrary topological charge, and nondifracting
eams [7].
The formalism of the Helmholtz equation in these me-
ia is not a trivial one since q-plates have a topological de-
ect that is a disclination of topological charge q. Besides,
hey are not only uniaxial but also optically inhomoge-
eous, wherein the optical axis locally varies its orienta-
ion [4,12,13]. The key point is to formulate correctly the
ielectric tensor in these complex optical structures be-
ause, otherwise, an ill-posed dielectric tensor would lead
o a nonphysical solution of Helmholtz’s equation and,
hereby, to a misleading interpretation about the optical1084-7529/10/061466-7/$15.00 © 2roperties of these devices. To the best of our knowledge,
roper analyses on the structure of the dielectric tensor of
rbitrary q-plates and on the connection between the to-
ological charge and the local frame, wherein the dielec-
ric tensor is diagonal, have not yet been performed. The
orks treating wave propagation in these structures,
uch as [1–3] in the paraxial and nonparaxial limits
14–16], were focused on the beam’s angular momentum
ynamics inside a particular kind of q-plate, namely, ra-
ial and azimuthal 1-plates. A general q has been treated
n [1]. However, no details on the derivation of the dielec-
ric tensor are provided. Moreover, the relationship be-
ween the topological charge and the dielectric tensor has
ot yet been analyzed in structures with q1.
In this paper, we present a procedure to derive the di-
lectric tensor for an arbitrary q-plate based on the rela-
ionship between q and the local frame, and we thereby
alculate such a tensor in rectangular, circular-
ylindrical, and parabolic-cylindrical frames for several
-plates of interest. We emphasize that the procedure
sed in deriving the local frame for a given q-plate was
stablished from the single knowledge of their topological
harge q. This allows one to obtain the change-of-basis
atrix between the local frame and any rectangular one.
rom this matrix, propagation field equations can be de-
ived in the local frame for an arbitrary q-plate. The pa-
er is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the main
haracteristics of the q-plate based on its topological
harge. Section 3 is devoted to deriving the dielectric ten-
or of a q-plate for a given reference frame from the rela-
ionship among local and rectangular frames. In Section010 Optical Society of America
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Vaveliuk et al. Vol. 27, No. 6 /June 2010/J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 1467, the local frame for a given q-plate is constructed from
nowledge of the topological charge. Finally, Section 5
ives concluding remarks.
. TOPOLOGY OF q-PLATES
he q-plates described in [4] are planar layers (parallel to
he xy plane) of a nematic liquid crystal with a topological
efect along the z axis. A liquid crystal represents a spe-
ial intermediate state of matter that simultaneously em-
odies the fluidity of a liquid and the anisotropy of a crys-
al. Substances that possess a nematic phase, one of the
umerous types of liquid crystal phases, are character-
zed typically by an elongated rod-like molecular geom-
try. Unlike a solid crystal, whose molecules are rigidly
ocked into a global lattice structure, the individual mol-
cules of a liquid crystal are free to move translationally
s a fluid. The liquid molecules retain a long-range, ori-
ntational order with other molecules within the crystal.
he q-plate is characterized by a unit vector, namely, the
irector nˆr that describes the local (average) spatial ori-
ntation of non-chiral molecules. The fact that nˆr and
nˆr describe undistinguishable states is stated by say-
ng that nˆr is a headless vector. Ignoring Brownian fluc-
uations, when nˆr is not defined at a certain point rs (or
t a succession of points), due to the distortions in the di-
ection of nˆ there exists a topological defect in the nem-
tic liquid crystal at the point rs. This can be formed
aturally, formed as a result of phase transition pro-
esses, or artificially induced in the laboratory. The spa-
ially inhomogeneous distribution of the optical axis is a
emarkable feature of a q-plate. The optical axis lies in
he direction of nˆ, parallel to the xy plane, and its orien-
ation at each point x ,y can be represented in the con-
inuum limit by the director lines, i.e., lines traced by nˆ.
hen the origin of the coordinates is placed on the topo-
ogical defect, i.e., rs= 0,0, the director lines can be de-
cribed by a scalar field, x ,y, representing the angle
ormed by nˆ with the x axis [12,13] (see Fig. 1). This field
s a linear function of the azimuthal coordinate 
arctany /x, and it depends on q and on the angle 0.
he latter is the angle between the optical axis and the x
xis at =0. Explicitly, the relationship is =q+0
12,13]. The director vector now has the explicit form
ˆ r= xˆ cos + yˆ sin . Therefore, the director lines can be
xplicitly found as the solutions of
dy/dx = sinq + 0/cosq + 0. 1
ence, the q-plate is fully characterized by q ,0 rather
ig. 1. (Color online) Relationship between the local frame and
he rectangular one at point x ,y contained in a director line in
ny plane z=z .0han just by q. Several geometries of interest represented
y its director lines were derived and are depicted in
ig. 2.
. DIELECTRIC TENSOR IN q-PLATES
he time-independent complex amplitude Er of a mono-
hromatic wave field Ereit propagating inside a q-plate
ust satisfy the set constituted by the vector Helmholtz
quation and the divergence Maxwell equation, including
he dielectric tensor ¯. These yield
2E −  ·E + k0
2¯E = 0, 2a
 · ¯E = 0. 2b
he form of the 33 matrix representing ¯ depends both
n the spatial distribution of the optical axis and on the
eference frame in which the propagation problem is ana-
yzed. Depending on both aspects, the matrix may have
everal possible structures:
1. ¯ will be diagonal only when the curves traced by
he director lines (optical axis) on a given plane z=z0 run
ither along or perpendicular to the curves traced by one
f the coordinates of the frame used in the analysis. In
his case, such a frame is named the local frame (see Fig.
).
2. ¯ will be nondiagonal but independent of the coordi-
ates when the curves traced by the director lines are
eometrically identical to the curves described by one of
he coordinates of the local frame but rotated at a given
ngle with respect to them. (see Fig. 2(a)).
3. ¯ will be not only nondiagonal but also dependent on
he coordinates when the curves traced by the director
ines are not identical to the curves traced by the coordi-
ates of the local frame. The degree of difficulty in solving
qs. (2) will depend strongly on the structure of the di-
lectric tensor. It is expected that these equations will
ossess the simplest form for a diagonal dielectric tensor,
hich implies the use of the local frame. But the task in
dentifying the local frame, even if it is feasible, is not, in
eneral, straightforward. We shall undertake this task in
he Section 4. In the present section, we shall standardize
he procedure for finding the dielectric tensor for an arbi-
rary q-plate in an arbitrary reference frame. For this, we
se the direct relationship between the local frame, say,
, and the rectangular frame, say, R, as displayed in Fig.
. We define L by introducing a unit vector, ˆ perpendicu-
ar to nˆ and zˆ. Thereby, the principal axes of the crystal
oincide, point to point, with the coordinate axes of L, so
hat the dielectric tensor ¯ (with real components, if ab-
orption is neglected) is diagonal in the L basis upon op-
rating on a monochromatic field EL=Ennˆ+Eˆ+Ezzˆ that
ropagates along the z axis. Their explicit form is ¯L
diagne
2 ,no
2 ,no
2 with no ,ne being the ordinary and ex-
raordinary refractive indices, respectively. Notice, on the
ther hand, that at each point x ,y ,z0, the L basis ele-
ents nˆ , ˆ , zˆ are related to the R basis elements xˆ , yˆ , zˆ
ia a rotation by an angle  such that
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nˆ
ˆ
zˆ
 = R˜−1xˆyˆ
zˆ
 , 3
here R˜ is the usual counterclockwise rotation matrix
round zˆ [17]. Hence, the dielectric tensor in the R frame,
R, depends on , and it must be calculated from the di-
gonal tensor by means of a similarity transformation:
R=R˜
−1¯LR˜. Explicitly,
¯Rx,y =
n+
2 + n−
2 cos2
2
− n−
2 sin2
2
0
− n−
2 sin2
2
n+
2 − n−
2 cos2
2
0
0 0 no
2
 ,
4
here n±
2=ne
2±no
2. It should be noted that Eq. (4) has
hysical meaning only if it operates on the field given in
he rectangular frame, i.e., on ER=Exxˆ+Eyyˆ+Ezzˆ. The
rst column of Table 1 gives the calculated ¯R for some
-plates depicted in Fig. 2. ¯R turns out to be diagonal for
homogeneous plate with null topological charge q=0
nd with the optical axis either parallel or perpendicular
o the x axis: 0=0, /2 [see Fig. 2(a)]. In fact, the director
ines for both angles coincide with the coordinates of R.
herefore, RL for q=0 and 0=0, /2. Any other 0
reserves parallel straight lines as director lines but ro-
ated by an angle 0 with respect to the rectangular coor-
inates x ,y. This yields a nondiagonal dielectric tensor,
ut with its elements independent of x ,y. For an inho-
ogeneous q-plate q0, the structure of the dielectric
ensor is quite complex in R since the nondiagonal matri-
es have, in addition, their elements dependent on x ,y be-
ause the director lines have different geometric form (no
arallel straight lines) compared with the curves repre-
enting the x ,y coordinates, as Table 1 indicates. On the
ther hand, notice that Eq. (4) serves as a starting point
o derive ¯ in an arbitrary curvilinear frame. In fact, we
hall construct ¯ in any frame from ¯R by a change-of-
asis transformation. In a generic frame A characterized
y the basis aˆ , bˆ , zˆ	, the dielectric tensor operating on the
lectric field EA=Eaaˆ+Ebbˆ+Ezzˆ will be
¯A = M˜A¯RM˜A
−1 = M˜AR˜
−1¯LR˜M˜A
−1, 5
here M˜A is the change-of-basis matrix between R and
. Let us see some examples. We first analyze the
ircular-cylindrical frame, say, C, with basis rˆ , ˆ , zˆ	. The
ig. 2. Several allowed q-plate geometries of physical interest i
alf-integer. Notice that q=0 represents a plate with the opticalhange-of-basis-matrix between R and C is a rotation ma-
rix by an angle that is that determined by the azimuthal
oordinate , i.e., M˜CR˜. Care should be exercised
ot to confuse  with . The dielectric tensor operating
n the field EC=Errˆ+Eˆ+Ezzˆ is then given by ¯C
R˜R˜
−1¯LR˜R˜
−1. The second column of Table 1 gives the
alues for the calculated ¯C from Eq. (5). As one could ex-
ect, ¯C has turned out to be diagonal for the [1, 0]- and
1, /2-plates depicted in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In fact, the
adial and azimuthal director lines in these plates (r
constant and =constant, respectively) coincide with
he coordinates of the circular-cylindrical frame, so that
L for those geometries having nˆ rˆ (or nˆ ˆ) and ˆ
ˆ (or ˆ rˆ) for [1, 0] geometry (or 1, /2 geometry). As
reviously mentioned, the propagation properties and ap-
lications in these geometries have been analyzed by
arious authors [1–6]. Finally, the third column in Table 1
ives the calculated ¯ in parabolic-cylindrical frame, say,
, where the coordinates u ,v ,z are defined by the trans-
ormations [18] x= u2−v2 /2, y=uv and z=z, with u
− ,, v 0,. Use has been made of the basis {uˆ
	xˆ+
yˆ, vˆ=−
xˆ+	yˆ , zˆ} with 	=u / u2+v21/2 and 

v / u2+v21/2. The change-of-basis matrix between R and
, namely MˆP, is then constructed having as columns the
ectors uˆ, vˆ, and zˆ, so that one has ¯P=M˜PR˜
−1¯LR˜M˜P
−1
perating on the field EP=Euuˆ+Evvˆ+Ezzˆ. By using Eq.
6), we obtain that the [1/2,0 (or  /2)]-plate, originally
alled disclination [19] and widely studied in the past
12,13], has a diagonal dielectric tensor when analyzed in
he P frame. In the latter, the coordinates coincide with
he director lines of both 1/2,0 and 1/2, /2-plates.
ithout any additional quantitative analysis, we then
an state that the director lines are two confocal parabo-
as having the x axis as common axis. One opens into the
ositive x axis (1/2,0-plate), and the other opens into
he negative x axis 1/2, /2. The geometry q=1/2
olds great interest for applications, because it has re-
ently been used as a geometric phase-plate in the spin-
rbital interaction of light in anisotropic subwavelength
tructures [20]. This would perhaps motivate a wave
ropagation analysis in these plates. Notice that analytic
olutions for the scalar Helmholtz equation in terms of
arabolic cylinder functions were reported for free-space
ropagation in the P-frame [21], which could serve as a
tarting point for the full propagation problem in
1/2,0 /2-plates.
On the other hand, we verify that the geometries de-
icted in Fig. 2(d) and 2(f) (−1, /2 and [2, 0]) have a
ondiagonal and coordinate-dependent dielectric tensor
n the frames given in Table 1, as expected. However, as
entioned above, it is possible to diagonalize ¯ for these
y plane fully characterized by q ,0, where q may be integer or
omogeneously distributed and rotated by 0 from the x axis.n an x
ig. 2 in R, C, and P Framesa
Parabolic-cylindrical u ,v ,z

no
2u2 + ne
2v2
u2 + v2
− n−
2uv
u2 + v2
0
− n−
2uv
u2 + v2
ne
2u2 + no
2v2
u2 + v2
0
0 0 no
2


no
2u2 + ne
2v2
u2 + v2
n−
2uv
u2 + v2
0
n−
2uv
u2 + v2
ne
2u2 + no
2v2
u2 + v2
0
0 0 no
2


ne
2 0 0
0 no
2 0
0 0 no
2
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1469Table 1. Structure of the Dielectric Tensor ¯ for the q-Plate Geometries †q ,0‡ Depicted in F
q-plate b Rectangular x ,y ,z Circular-cylindrical r , ,z

0,2  
no
2 0 0
0 ne
2 0
0 0 no
2 
n+
2 − n−
2 cos2
2
− n−
2 sin2
2
0
− n−
2 sin2
2
n+
2 + n−
2 cos2
2
0
0 0 no
2


1,2 

no
2x2 + ne
2y2
x2 + y2
n−
2xy
x2 + y2
0
n−
2xy
x2 + y2
ne
2x2 + no
2y2
x2 + y2
0
0 0 no
2
 
no
2 0 0
0 ne
2 0
0 0 no
2

12 ,0

n+
2
2
+
n−
2x
2x2 + y2
− n−
2y
2x2 + y2
0
− n−
2y
2x2 + y2
n+
2
2
−
n−
2x
2x2 + y2
0
0 0 no
2
 
n+
2 + n−
2 cos
2
n−
2 sin
2
0
n−
2 sin
2
n+
2 − n−
2 cos
2
0
0 0 no
2

aIn the case of isotropic limit none=n, all the matrices of this table reduce to ¯iso=n2 diag1,1 ,1, as expected.
bThe matrices for q ,0 are obtained from the matrices for 
q ,2  or vice versa by exchanging ne2no2 in the first two rows
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y constructing the corresponding local frame. This
nalysis will be performed in the next section.
. DERIVATION OF THE LOCAL FRAME
ROM THE TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE
n the previous section, we have given a general proce-
ure to derive the dielectric tensor of an arbitrary
q ,0-plate in an arbitrary frame, from the relationship
etween the local and the rectangular frames. But this
ensor will be diagonal only when the problem is formu-
ated in the local frame. However, the geometrical com-
lexity of some q-plates (see Fig. 2, for example) makes it
ifficult to find the associated local frame. Fortunately,
here exists a univocal connection between the local frame
nd the topological charge q corresponding to the q-plate.
y looking at the cases given in Table 1, we have q
0R-frame, q=1C-frame and q=1/2P-frame. We
tate that one can always choose a coordinate system
here one of the coordinates runs along the director lines
nd the other one runs perpendicular to them. This leads
s naturally to identify the dielectric permittivities paral-
el and perpendicular to the optical axis of the uniaxial
edium. For the cases displayed in Table 1, we have
ound the relationship between q and the L-frame as fol-
ows:
• q=0. For 0=0, the director components become nˆx
1 and nˆy=0. By solving Eq. (1), the director lines are x
cons. These lines, in turn, represent one of the coordi-
ates of the rectangular frame. The other coordinate of
his frame y=cons can be found by solving Eq. (1) for
0= /2. Finally, ¯ is diagonal in R for both [0, 0] and
0, /2 structures [22].
• q=1/2. The director lines are explicitly given by
/ −x+ x2+y21/21/2=u for 0=0 and −x+ x2+y21/21/2
v for 0= /2. These generate two families of confocal
arabolas (u=cons and v=cons) having the x axis as the
ommon axis and one opening into the positive x axis and
he other into negative one. These two parabola families
ust coincide with the coordinates of the P-frame.
• q=1. 0=0 generates radial straight lines r=cons
nd 0= /2, in turn, generates concentric circles 
cons, that are the coordinates of the C-frame.
ig. 3. (Color online) Traces of the coordinate surfaces on a pl
elated with q=−1, and (b) for the modified bipolar-cylindrical coo
o  = /2, and solid curves to  =0.0 0We then have the way to get the diagonal dielectric ten-
or by starting from the knowledge of the topological
harge q. Therefore, we are able to derive the frames in
hich the dielectric tensor is diagonal for the other two
eometries depicted in Fig. 2(d) q=−1 and 2(f) q=2.
or the first case, the director components become nˆx
sin  and nˆy=cos  for 0= /2, and nˆx=cos  and nˆy
−sin  for 0=0. By solving Eq. (1) for both 0 at a given
lane z=z0, we obtain two families of equilateral hyperbo-
as, with center at the origin. The first family arises from
2−y2=2=cons, having the straight lines x=0 and y=0
s the principal axes and y=x and y=−x as the asymp-
otes. The other family of equilateral hyperbolas is given
y xy==cons, having y=x and y=−x as the principal
xes and y=0 and x=0 as the asymptotes. These orthogo-
al families of curves allow us to construct a frame H
hat, in the literature, is known as hyperbolic-cylindrical
oordinates [23]. H is depicted in Fig 3(a), and it is de-
ned by the coordinates  , ,z satisfying the following
ransformations:
x = ± −1 + 2 + 22 + 2 − 1/2,
y = ± 2 + 2 − 1/2,
z = z, 6
ith  , ,z − ,. The scale factors are then derived
rom Eq. (6) and given by
h = h = 122 + 21/4,
hz = 1. 7
rom Eqs. (6) and (7), one can derive the change-of-basis
atrix between R and H, say, M˜H, as
z0: (a) for hyperbolic-cylindrical coordinates (=cons, =cons),
s (=cons, =cons), related with q=2. Dashed curves correspondane z=
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22 + 22 + 2 − 
2 + 2 − 
22 + 21/4
0
− 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2 + 2 − 
22 + 21/4

2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2 + 2 −  0
0 0 1
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gn which the columns represent the unit vectors ˆ, ˆ, zˆ in
he basis xˆ , yˆ , zˆ	. Hence, Eq. (8) allows us to find the di-
lectric tensor ¯H operating in the field EH=Eˆ+Eˆ
Ezzˆ for any q-plate. Equations (6)–(8) provide us the full
athematical tool to derive the operators Div and Curl-
Curl) and thereby to finally construct Eqs. (2) in the
yperbolic-cylindrical frame. In particular, we have veri-
ed that ¯H=diagne
2no
2 ,no
2ne
2 ,no
2, for −1, /20-
lates in H.
For the case q=2, the director components become nˆx
−sin 2 and nˆy=cos 2 for 0= /2 and nˆx=cos 2 and
ˆ y=sin 2 for 0=0. By solving Eq. (1), we obtain two sets
f curves given by y2+x2−x=0 and y2+x2−y=0 for 
cons and =cons. These curves are Apollonian-like
ircles, i.e., two families of circles such that every circle in
he first family intersects every circle in the second family
rthogonally, and vice versa, which strongly suggests a
ipolar-cylindrical frame [23]. However, the current
ipolar-cylindrical frame as described in [23] is not appro-
riate for diagonalizing the dielectric tensor of the q-plate
epresented in Fig. 2(f). This structure appears to have
ull distance between the foci of the Apollonian circles,
ontrary to what happens with the conventional bipolar
rame [23]. A bipolar system with null distance between
he foci has not been studied previously in the scientific
iterature, to the best of our knowledge. We display it in
ig. 3(b) and refer to it as the modified bipolar-cylindrical
rame, say, B. At a given plane z=z0, curves of constant 
orrespond to non-concentric one-common-point circles
x=0, y=0) of different radii  /2, with centers located at
0, y=0 for 0 and at x0, y=0 for 0. The curves
f constant  correspond to non-concentric one-common-
oint circles (x=0, y=0) of different radii  /2, with cen-
ers located at x=0, y0 for 0 and x=0, y0 for 
0. These orthogonal circle families allow us to construct
he B-frame, defined by the coordinates  , ,z, satisfying
he following transformations:
x = 2/2 + 2,
y = 2/2 + 2,
z = z, 9
ith  , ,z − ,. The scale factors, then, are given by
h = 
2/2 + 2,
h = 2/2 + 2,hz = 1. 10
rom Eqs. (9) and (10), one can derive the change-of-basis
atrix between R and B, say, M˜B, as
M˜B =
2 − 2
2 + 2
2
2 + 2
0
2
2 + 2
2 − 2
2 + 2
0
0 0 1
 , 11
n which the columns represent the unit vectors ˆ, 	ˆ, zˆ in
he basis xˆ , yˆ , zˆ	, respectively. Equation (11) allows us to
nd the dielectric tensor ¯B operating in the field EB
Eˆ+E	ˆ+Ezzˆ for any q-plate, and Eqs. (9)–(11) provide
s all the tools to construct Eqs. (2) in the modified
ipolar-cylindrical frame. Again, we verify that ¯B
diagne
2no
2 ,no
2ne
2 ,no
2 for 2, /20-plates in B. These
wo examples can be generalized in order to obtain the lo-
al frame with all their characteristic elements (transfor-
ations among this local frame and R, scale factors, vec-
or basis, change-of-basis matrix, differential operators,
nd so on) for any arbitrary q-plate. From this, it is pos-
ible to undertake the propagation problem in any of
hese complex structures. We remark that the analytical
olution of Eqs. (2) and the physical interpretation of the
esults in the nonconventional but physically interesting
tructure q=1/2 are currently in progress by us. For brev-
ty, results are not presented here. However, the search
or the solutions for Eqs. (2) turns out to be quite difficult
n these complex q-plates, even if the dielectric tensor is a
iagonal one. We recall that other methods could help in
eeking analytical field solutions in these complex q-plate
eometries: for instance, the use of an effective metric, in-
luding the indices ne and no, within the Finsler geometry,
hich would transform a complex nondiagonal tensor into
diagonal one. The latter has been successfully employed
n order to calculate light trajectories in nematic liquid
rystals by using Fermat’s principle [24].
. CONCLUDING REMARKS
n summary, this work reports an approach to diagonalize
he dielectric tensor in q-plates, giving a detailed study of
ontrivial tensor coordinate transformations. Our method
as used to calculate the structure of the dielectric tensor
n Cartesian, circular-cylindrical, and parabolic-
ylindrical frames for several different q-plates. Further-
ore, the procedure for deriving the local frame for a
iven q-plate was established from the single knowledge
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1472 J. Opt. Soc. Am. A/Vol. 27, No. 6 /June 2010 Vaveliuk et al.f its topological charge. This allowed one to obtain the
hange-of-basis matrix among these frames, local and
ectangular ones. From that, field propagation equations
an be derived in the local frame for an arbitrary q-plate.
s an example, we obtain the local frames connected with
he plates with q=−1 and with q=2, and their respective
hange-of-basis matrices. This procedure is useful since it
stablishes the theoretical basis for deepening the studies
n this nonconventional (space-variant) manipulation of
he light.
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